Tzumi Wireless Charging Mouse Pad and Rechargeable Mouse

tzumi’s Wireless Charging Mouse Pad and Rechargeable Mouse combine the convenience and freedom of wireless charging with a space-saving design that encourages both productivity and a tidy desk. Charge any wireless charging device at your convenience (even those with a case) and enjoy the smooth movement of the rechargeable mouse on the pads faux-grain leather surface. Clean the clutter from old charging cables and never be without power.
- **Sleek Desktop Design**: The 2-in-1 charging pad and mouse pads sophisticated, low-key frame makes it an ideal desktop charger for the home, office, or any other flat surface. It is designed with a rubberized slip-proof silicone coating on both sides to hold your Qi-enabled device steady and in place while charging and to maintain its grip on any surface.

- **Case-Friendly Charging**: All tzumi wireless chargers are case-friendly, meaning that they will not inhibit power transfer for any device with a nonmetallic case less than 3mm thick. The charging pad is compatible with allQi-enabled devices, including those using a Qi wireless receiver module.

- **Rechargeable Mouse Included**: Along with the innovative 2-in-1 design of the mouse pad and tilted wireless device charging stand, we include a rechargeable 2.4 GHz wireless mouse with its own nano receiver, which is compatible with both Mac and PC computers. To recharge the mouse, just treat it like a smartphone: place the device on the Qi pad, and instant wireless charging will begin. We also include a 3-foot Micro-USB charging cable so you can use it right away.

- **The tzumi Promise**: At tzumi, we are committed to providing you with the very best in consumer electronics products. We’re convinced you will be happy with your Wireless Charging Pad and Rechargeable Mouse, but if you are unsatisfied for any reason, please contact us directly so that we can be of assistance and make it right.